Conditional reasoning and the Tower of Hanoi: the role of spatial and verbal working memory.
This paper reports a study that investigated the relationships between verbal and spatial measures of working memory capacity and performance on the Tower of Hanoi and a conditional reasoning task. Four working memory measures were included, a simple word span, a simple spatial span, a complex verbal span and a complex spatial span. The participants were 70 undergraduate students. Solution time on the Tower of Hanoi task correlated highly with both measures of spatial memory capacity, but not with the verbal working memory spans. In contrast, logical performance on the conditional reasoning task correlated highly with the complex verbal working memory span, but not with the spatial spans. A confirmatory factor analysis of the data elicited a best-fit model comprising a correlated spatial and verbal factor. The results are interpreted in the context of recent work that suggests a dissociation between spatial and verbal resources at the level of the central executive.